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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
8 August 2022 

A&S International appointed as a master distributor for 
Sylmasta 

Company will appoint distributors around the world 

We are happy to confirm that we have further expanded the range of brands that we 

represent after being appointed as a master distributor for the British company Sylmasta.  

The A&S team has been in the distribution business for 47 years and already sells an 

outstanding range of machinery lubrication and bioremediation solutions via more than 50 

distributors in over 40 countries. Sylmasta is growing their global distributor network & the 

appointment of A&S International is an exciting opportunity to accelerate additional growth. 

 

Simon Bedding, MD of Sylmasta commented, “We are very pleased to be working with A&S 

International, they enjoy a great reputation in the many countries they serve worldwide. We are 

confident that with their pro-active approach and international network of distributors, 

Sylmasta will be able to reach even more end-users and help to solve their pipe repair and 

infrastructure maintenance problems.” 

“We are proud to add the Sylmasta brand to our growing range of maintenance solutions. Their 

pipe repair solutions are simple & extremely effective – enjoying an excellent reputation in the 

market. A good number of our distributors have already expressed interest in introducing 

Sylmasta to their clients & stock orders have already been received”, said Shaun Macdonald, 

one of the Directors at A&S. 
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For further information on Sylmasta’s range of pipe repair & maintenance products please visit:  

https://aands.international/our-brands/sylmasta/ 

https://sylmasta.com/  

 

-Ends- 

 

A&S International Ltd 

A&S International is an experienced UK based technical sales consultancy representing a range 

of machinery lubrication & bioremediation brands via a global network of expert distributors. 

 

Sylmasta 

Sylmasta supply pipe repair and maintenance solutions for infrastructure operators, utility 

suppliers, multinational corporations & government departments as well as small businesses 

worldwide. The case studies section of our website showcase some of the projects that 

Sylmasta have been involved in. 

 


